OUR PURPOSE
To provide WORLD CLASS Integrated Supply and Tool Management Solutions, SUPPORTING metalworking and machining customers, LEVERAGING over 60 years of cutting tool reconditioning EXPERTISE and providing EXCEPTIONAL solutions and cost savings.

INTEGRATED SUPPLY
US Tool has been in the integrated supply/tooling management business since 1998 and we are the largest “pure” Integrated Supplier that focuses on the aerospace and industrial metalworking markets. US Tool is currently the Integrated Supplier at nearly 100 customer locations of major aerospace, defense and industrial companies in North America.

US Tool’s Integrated Supply programs specialize in the planning, procurement, warehousing, management and point of use delivery of our customer’s cutting tools, abrasives, safety/PPE, hand/power tools, machining supplies, production consumables and related MRO products.

These programs typically include onsite staffing and management of tool cribs, automated vending, cutting tool reconditioning, kitting and other value added services. US Tool also provides technical product support and detailed program performance reporting. US Tool’s Integrated Supply programs provide a single source solution for our customers to manage their cutting tools, abrasives and other indirect material requirements.

US Tool is a “pure” Integrated Supplier rather than a traditional Industrial Distributor. As a result, we are often more competitive and have more flexibility in our business models as we are focused, experienced and successful in the specialized Integrated Supply market. US Tool’s business models are also more transparent than most of our competitors as we separate our product and service pricing. US Tool also represents the major manufacturers in the industrial marketplace, providing expansive product offerings to support our customer’s cost savings and continuous improvement expectations.

COMMITMENT TO CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT/COST SAVINGS
US Tool’s Integrated Supply programs are based on a commitment to Continuous Improvement and Cost Savings, including:

- Innovative Financial Models: More competitive than traditional distribution
- Transparency of Product and Service Costs: More transparency = Better negotiation environment
- Leveraging Spend: Leveraging total spend = Lower material costs
- Complete Access to Marketplace: More OEMs competing for your business
- Brand Neutral Model: A level playing field for OEMs to compete

WHY US TOOL IS DIFFERENT:
- US Tool is a Pure Integrated Supplier, Not an Industrial Distributor: US Tool does not try to be everything to everybody. We serve a select number of companies, providing high value solutions
- Focus, Experience and Success: US Tool is dedicated to the metalworking & machining market
- All the Services You Expect Are Provided In-House: Cutting tool reconditioning, industrial vending, foam cutting, power tool repair and more…


800.222.1771 | info@ustg.net | www.ustg.net
PRODUCTION CUTTING TOOL RECONDITIONING

US Tool is the largest cutting tool reconditioner in North America. We are a supplier of reconditioned cutting tools to major aerospace companies in the U.S., Mexico and Canada. At our Manufacturing Center in Missouri, we employ over 400 tool-reconditioning professionals who process over 500,000 dull cutting tools each week.

US Tool reconditions HSS, cobalt and carbide cutting tools, utilizing Walter, ANCA and other CNC equipment, as well as customized grinding machines designed and built or modified by US Tool.

Over 90% of the cutting tools US Tool reconditions are considered specials as they are built to a customer print. US Tool maintains an impressive intranet print management system, assuring that US Tool complies with our customers specific tool reconditioning requirements.

US Tool guarantees our reconditioned tools will perform as good as or better than new tools.

AUTOCRIB AUTOMATED VENDING

US Tool is a perennial “Premier” Distributor of AutoCrib tool crib management software and industrial vending systems and is the largest AutoCrib solutions provider in the industrial market. AutoCrib offers a variety of dispensing machines and lockers in different configurations to meet a wide range of customer requirements.

US Tool supports the AutoCrib software and industrial vending systems with our own staff of highly trained software programmers and hardware support personnel, resulting in our unique ability to provide a complete turnkey solution for AutoCrib systems.

LOCATIONS

Founded in 1958, US Tool is based in Farmington, MO where we operate a Corporate Office and Manufacturing Center of over 250,000 square feet. US Tool employs over 800 professionals across the U.S. as well as in Canada and Mexico. US Tool is a privately held (family owned) company.

In addition to our headquarters in Missouri, US Tool currently maintains Operations Centers in the following locations:

- Cincinnati OH
- Dallas/Fort Worth, TX
- Los Angeles, CA
- Manchester, NH
- Mobile, AL
- Montreal, Quebec, Canada
- Newport News, VA
- Palmdale, CA
- Savannah, GA
- Wichita, KS